
CAN WE TALK? 
How does an ancient book guide modern life?   



Third Church’s Convictions about the 
Bible 

■ A foundational value that shapes our culture 

– Biblical Faithfulness- A commitment to Biblical faithfulness that humbly 

engages the surrounding world, and a desire to live authentic, vulnerable lives 

under the authority of God’s Word 

■ The Bible in the Reformed tradition 

– The absolute authority in all matters of faith and practice 

– Unless God’s people have a trustworthy source of revelation, there is no point 

in any of the claims of doctrine or morality that we make 

– While there may be disputes within the tradition about the nature of Scripture, 

“we broadly agree it is inspired and God-breathed” 

 

 



Today’s objectives 

■ The Clarkes’ dance with the Bible- how did we get here? 

 

■ Deconstructing how Christians interpret the Bible 

 

■ Introducing an incarnational analogy for interpreting scripture 



OUR ODYSSEY WITH 
THE BIBLE 



So in our journey, we saw the Bible 
treated as… 

■ A book of universal truths 

■ A systematic theology about what Christians believe 

■ A book about the heroes of our faith 

■ A book of promises 

■ A compendium of factually inerrant propositions about everything in life 

■ A list of rules and regulations or moral commands 

■ A record of past revelations 

■ The manufacturer’s handbook 

■ A guide for living 

■ A devotional manual 

  

 



DECONSTRUCTING HOW 
CHRISTIANS OFTEN USE 

THE BIBLE 



The Bible is not an Ordinary Book: It 
Looks Like a Library. 

■ The Hebrew Bible 

– 39 books written over about 1000 years by dozens of authors 

– Contains 3 sections: The Law, The Prophets and The Writings 

– Multiple different genres: narrative, community laws, poetry, proverbs, political 

and social commentary, liturgical documents, prophesy 

■ The New Testament 

– 27 books written during a much shorter period- about 50 years- by a much 

smaller group of authors 

– Contains instructional letters to early churches and individuals; some 

systematic instruction; narratives about the life of Jesus; and apocalyptic 

literature 

 



The Bible is not an Ordinary Book: It 
Makes Some Extraordinary Claims 

■ Deuteronomy 8: 3 And he humbled you and let you hunger and fed you with manna, which you did not 

know, nor did your fathers know, that he might make you know that man does not live by bread alone, but 

man lives by every word that comes from the mouth of God 

■ Psalm 19:7-11-  The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul; the testimony of the LORD is sure, making 

wise the simple; the precepts of the LORD are right, rejoicing the heart; the commandment of the LORD is 

pure, enlightening the eyes; the fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; the rules of the LORD are true, 

and righteous altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, even much fine gold; sweeter also than 

honey and drippings of the honeycomb. Moreover, by them is your servant warned; in keeping them there 

is great reward 

■ 2 Tim 3:16- All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and 

for training in righteousness 

■ Revelation 22:18- 19-I warn everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to 

them, God will add to him the plagues described in this book, and if anyone takes away from the words of 

the book of this prophecy, God will take away his share in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are 

described in this book.  



Two  Secular  Views of Scripture 

Thomas Jefferson, The Life 
and Morals of Jesus of 
Nazareth 

■ The razor and glue method of 
editing the Gospels 

■ No supernatural, no divinity of 
Jesus, no resurrection 

■ "A more beautiful or precious 
morsel of ethics I have never seen; 
it is a document in proof that I am a 
real Christian, that is to say, a 
disciple of the doctrines of Jesus.“ 

A. J. Jacobs, The Year of 
Living Biblically 

■ Reads the Bible 5 hours a 
day, for four months. 

■ Every commandment is 
documented 

■ Seventy-two pages and 700 
rules later… 

 



Which was 
harder? 

“Living biblically hands down. For the 

encyclopedia, I had to read forty-four 

million words, which was certainly 

challenging…. But the Bible project 

changed my life more deeply. It affected 

every part of my existence: the way I ate, 

dressed, talked, bathed walked, worked, 

and raised my kids. Not to mention the 

beard. It got so big, my wife would not kiss 

me for the last two months” 



The Dilemma for Christians 

        Like Jefferson? 

■ Emphasis on the human origin of 

the text 

– “I have no command from the 

Lord, but I give you a 

judgement as one who by the 

Lord’s mercy is trustworthy” 

■ More scope for interpretative 

creativity, but a slippery slope? 

 

 

 

        Like Jacobs? 

■ Emphasis on the divine origin of the 

text 

– “ All scripture is God-breathed” 

■ More inclined to Biblical literalism, 

but how to approach the apparently 

troubling or contradictory sections 

of Scripture? 

 

 

 



And That is 
Not Without 
its Challenges 
 

 



It is a challenge for readers of the OT 
(See Leviticus 19) 

■ 19:2 Be holy because I, the Lord your God am holy 

■ 19:3 You must observe my Sabbaths 

■ 19:9-10…Do not reap to the very edges of the field…Leave them for the poor and the foreigner 

■ 19:16 Do not go about spreading slander among your people 

■ 19:19 Do not plant your field with two kinds of seed. Do not wear clothing woven of two kinds of material 

■ 19:26 Do not eat any kind of meat with the blood still in it 

■ 19:27 Do not cut the hair at the sides of your head or clip off the edges of your beard 

■ 19:28 Do not …put tattoo marks on yourselves 

■ 19:32 Stand up in the presence of the aged 

■ 19: 37 Keep all my decrees and all my laws and follow them. I am the Lord 

 



It’s a challenge for readers of the NT 
1. Tim 2:8 -15 

■ 2:8 Males should pray with their hands lifted up 

■ 2:8 Males should pray without anger or disputing 

■ 2:9 Women should dress modestly 

■ 2:9 Women should not have elaborate hairstyles or wear gold or pearls or expensive 

clothing 

■ 2:10 Women should have good deeds 

■ 2:11,12 Women should be silent and quiet 

■ 2:12 Women should not teach or have authority 



It was a challenge for the heroes of the 
faith!  

Martin Luther 1522 

 

 

■ James as the Epistle of Straw 

Martin Luther, Colloquy at 
Marburg 1529 

 

 

■ This is my Body,… 



Hypothesis: All Christians pick and choose 
when we say scripture verses are 
authoritative for today 
  

■ The challenge: how do we “pick and choose” well, without compromising our 
commitment to a Biblically based life 

 

■ The consequence: we need to be committed to a generous orthodoxy, cleaving to 
what we believe is right doctrine, but allowing for diversity in the Church 

– Among the doctrines that Third Church has described as “adiaphora” or non-
essential include Baptism, The Lord’s Supper, Church Government, Liturgy in 
worship, Charismata, Women in ministry, Origins, Eschatology etc. 

– But this does not mean we do not have a position about what we believe the 
Bible teaches.  

 

 



INCARNATIONAL 
ANALOGY 

A way of reading scripture 



The Incarnational Analogy 

■ Christ is both God and human, and  the Bible is both a divine and human book 

 

■ The early Church rejected as heresy “Docetism” ( Christ only seemed to be human), 

because it undercut the importance of  Christ’s death and resurrection  

 

■ Scriptural “Docetism” means that Scripture comes only from God, and the marks of 

its humanity are only apparent. 

 



The Incarnational Analogy: Marks of 
God 

■ God uses words, spoken and written words to communicate with his people; God is 

present and active through His word 

■ Inspiration is a shorthand way of saying that God guided by his Spirit the very 

different writers and editors so that the books that they produced were the books 

that God intended His people to have 

■ Thus the Bible reflects the intent of God- it is one overarching story from beginning 

to end-  

■ “The whole point of Christianity is that it offers a story which is the story of the whole 

world.  It is public truth.” NT Wright 

 



The Incarnational Analogy: Marks of its 
Humanity 

■ The Bible was written in Hebrew and Greek 

■ The OT world was a world of temples, priests and sacrifice 

■ Israel, as well as the surrounding nations had prophets that mediated divine will to 

them 

■ Throughout much of its history, Israel was ruled by Kings, as were the nations 

around it 

■ Israel’s legal system has some striking similarities with those of the surrounding 

nations. 

 



 READING THE BIBLE AS 
GOD’S TRUE STORY 

 

 

 


